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Greetings all!
Welcome to CS 181. By now you all know this is an online course and as an online course this entails much freedom and much responsibility on your part. Hopefully, this will be a pleasant and exciting learning experience for all of us. During this course you will build two web sites. The first site you are to build will be viewed as an "in-class project". This site will contain elements that you will be expected to have reviewed. It is simply putting into practice what you have learned. This site will require little preplanning. You will need to choose a subject for this site. You are expected to keep it current and up to date! Specific dates for a graded review will be posted. These review periods will be treated as quizzes and/or tests. The second site you will create will count for much of your final grade. Much planning is expected regarding subject content and graphic layout. The standards of this site will be higher than the first.

Meeting Times

Lab Times

WF 2:10 3:00P LA 240
Since there are 50 students enrolled in the class and there are only 25 seats in the LA 240 lab, please come to the lab if you are stuck and have a problem. For simple problems there will be a scheduled online live chat. Times will be posted.

Books (required)

The HTML WEB Classroom by Paul F. Meyers
Use this book as a reference as well as a source for assignments.

DHTML for the world wide web by Jason Cranford Teague